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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0856912A2] An electrical connector (2) comprising: a contact (6) having a mating portion (28) and a conductor engaging portion (30)
that includes a plate (32) having an insulation displacement contact (IDC) slot (34) therein for engaging a transversely oriented conductor (8,10)
when forced therein; a connector body (4) having a mating end (14) and a conductor engaging end (16) with a contact receiving passageway (18)
extending therebetween that includes a cover receiving pocket (20) towards the conductor engaging end (16), and an access slot (22) extends into
the body (4) from the conductor engaging end (16) thereby providing transverse access to the passageway (18), where the contact (6) is located in
the passageway (18) with the IDC slot (34) corresponding to the access slot (22) such that the conductor (8,10) is insertable into the IDC slot (34)
from the conductor engaging end (16); and, a cover (12) is receivable in the cover receiving pocket (20) upon insertion of the conductor (8,10); the
connector (2) being characterized in that : the IDC slot (34) is adapted to have two in-line first and second contact sections (36,38) therealong and
the connector body (4) includes a frangible beam (24) extending across the access slot (22) at a location corresponding to a position between the
first and second contact sections (36,38) where said beam (24) is breakable to provide access to the second contact section (38). <IMAGE>
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